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Overview

What is new? Over the past decade or so people have increasingly used the internet to search for, exchange and post health information on various types of websites, including those run by governments and charities, patient group websites and individuals’ own sites and blogs. Some of this activity is an extension or new formatting of the types of information that have long been provided by newspapers or magazines, but the existence of search engines and group networking sites opens up new possibilities, and raises the issue of how people can ensure they are receiving good quality, validated information. These developments link to our discussion of the issues of consumerisation and responsibilisation in Chapters 1 and 2, because they both allow for more convenient ‘consumer-like’ or patient-led access to information and because they raise the issue of how and when individuals might be reasonably expected to seek health advice online. They also have the potential to contribute to the other two types of personalisation that we identified in Chapter 1.

Which ethical values come into conflict as a result of this development? The main conflict among the values we identified in Chapter 3 is that between individuals’ ability to pursue their own interests in their own way on the one hand, and the values of safeguarding private information and state activity to reduce harms on the other. Another potential conflict arises between the ethical values of safeguarding private information and social solidarity in the form of information pooling for common benefit, for instance in research.

What is the existing pattern of interventions like? There is no overall oversight of information on the internet, though different countries apply their laws to the information on it and how people in their jurisdictions use it. Most of the existing types of intervention in the UK and many other countries fall into the category of ‘general governance’ measures as described in Chapter 4, with some involving the exercise of state-specific legal power and some involving less coercive measures. The main state-specific legal power relevant to this area is the data protection regime, involving general obligations and prohibitions in criminal law that are enforced by a state regulator. Additionally, the standard codes and rules for medical professionals apply where such individuals are involved with provision of online health information. The main general governance measure falling outside state-specific legal powers is that of the advertising standards regime, and the only service-specific form of intervention that appears to apply to this domain is that of accreditation schemes (which also fall outside the realm of state-specific legal power).

What gaps or shortfalls are there in existing interventions? Existing interventions by the state or third parties do not make it easy for individuals to assess the quality or accuracy of information being provided to them online. Such interventions also do not provide strong incentives for information providers to follow ‘best practice’, for example by informing users of the ways in which information provided might be stored, passed on or sold. The footloose character of information provision on the internet means that individuals cannot easily ascertain which jurisdiction’s laws apply to any given website.

What types of intervention might possibly fill those gaps or remedy those shortfalls? If the main potential harm arises from misleading or poor-quality information and the lack of recognisable quality standards, possible types of intervention might include state provision of good-quality information, voluntary adoption of good practice, third-party accreditation, litigation over allegedly false or misleading claims, and state-imposed standards, including those that could be applied to controls over the internet, if such measures were proportionate and feasible.

What types of intervention do we recommend, and why? Our recommendations are for: (i) voluntary adoption of good practice for websites and forums linked with (ii) good professional medical practice adapted to the modern information age; (iii) the adoption of third-party accreditation of online health information provision; and (iv) state provision of high-quality information and government monitoring of any impact of the ‘digital divide’. Our reasons for making these recommendations are that we wish to promote and not restrict the benefits to the public and individuals of online health information, and our inquiries have not produced sufficient evidence of harm to justify the use of coercive state interventions.
Introduction

5.1 Health information has been described as including “information for staying well, preventing and managing disease, and making other decisions related to health and health care”.\textsuperscript{86} Our focus in this chapter is the development over the last two decades of enormous amounts of health information on the internet becoming available to, and written by, lay people (see Box 5.1).\textsuperscript{87}

5.2 Before the development of the internet, people found health information by consulting with their doctor or other health professional; from books, newspapers and magazines; or from family and friends. The internet has quickly become a major source of information for those who have access to it, and it has been argued that the demand for online health information is “unstoppable”.\textsuperscript{88} The boundaries between online health information sites and other aspects of ‘e-health’ discussed in this report, such as online pharmaceutical purchasing (see Chapter 7) and online personal health records (see Chapter 6), are becoming increasingly blurred. Online systems are emerging which, as well as providing online health information, also enable personal health records to be created, stored and updated, facilitate the online purchasing of pharmaceuticals, and can be used for disease surveillance and other monitoring.

5.3 Online health information figures in public policy too. For example, in 2009, the then UK Government announced its commitment to provide universal access to broadband services by 2012, as part of its strategic digital vision for the UK, laid out in the \textit{Digital Britain} report.\textsuperscript{89} The report includes themes directly relating to online healthcare provision, stating that the provision of ‘next-generation’ broadband is vital for a variety of applications,\textsuperscript{90} including “e-healthcare in the home” and “internet based health services”, which may offer “greater detail and information about healthy eating, dieting, exercise, diagnosis, treatment and recovery”. Furthermore, the report claims that “nearly a fifth of web users use the Internet as their first port of call when investigating a health concern”\textsuperscript{91} (see also Paragraph 5.29).

5.4 The use of online health information raises issues of consumerisation and responsibilisation as discussed in Chapters 1 and 2, and such online information has the potential to contribute to all four types of personalisation that we identified in Chapter 1. It is easier for people to search for and find health information that may apply to them, at times and in ways of their own choosing. Some websites purport to offer individualised diagnosis (although we note that many existing websites only sort people by groups based on the information they provide rather than as unique individuals), and they allow people to select the sort of information that aligns with their cultural worldview as a ‘whole person’. And they also lend themselves to ‘responsibilisation’, in the sense of ways in which individuals can be expected or cajoled to take a more active role in their health and healthcare, taking account of official or received views about how to live healthily and behaving responsibly in the sense of consulting online or similar sources of information (for example during pandemics) when deciding whether and when to seek face-to-face consultations with medical professionals.

\begin{flushright}
\end{flushright}

\begin{flushright}
\textsuperscript{87} We focus on information about conditions, treatments, medicines and devices and not on information about health services. Health information on the internet is of course available to medical professionals too as one of their sources, but we focus on its use by the non-professional user.
\end{flushright}

\begin{flushright}
\textsuperscript{88} Shaw J (2009) A Reformation for our times \textit{British Medical Journal} 338: b1080.
\end{flushright}

\begin{flushright}
\end{flushright}

\begin{flushright}
\textsuperscript{90} In this context, ‘next generation broadband’ can be interpreted as referring to extremely high speed internet access technology (when compared to 2008–2009 standards), usually based on fibre-optic technology.
\end{flushright}

\begin{flushright}
\end{flushright}
Types of health information websites

5.5 Online health information comes in various forms and one useful categorisation divides them up as follows:\(^{92}\)

- general health information provision sites;
- disease-specific sites;
- interactive patient group websites;
- scientific databases; and
- web tools.

5.6 Such information is provided for various reasons, including for commercial purposes and for non-profit reasons such as public policy (for example that aimed at improving the health of the population or at increasing the efficiency of the public healthcare service) and altruistic or collective self-help reasons, such as a desire to help and learn from those with similar health problems.

5.7 Information on health-related websites comes in many formats including data, text, audio and video.\(^{93}\) The background of those who provide the content varies to some extent according to the type of website. For example, the general health information provision site WebMD identifies medical writers and editors, physicians and health educators amongst its editorial staff.\(^{94}\) Other sites take a more user-orientated, ‘Web 2.0’, approach (see Box 5.1), whereby content is user-generated, and collaboration, information-sharing and interactivity is paramount, for example in the case of patient sites which are often developed and run by people with a particular condition. Other online health information resources, such as some health-related wikis, involve a collaborative Web 2.0-style approach (at least in terms of the tools with which content is created) but maintain a more traditional relationship between doctors and patients/consumers. For example, AskDrWiki is a site upon which anyone with a proven medical background can provide information (without being a member of the editorial staff).\(^{95}\)

Box 5.1: Web 2.0

The trend for websites to include, or be entirely based upon, ‘user-generated’ content is often seen as central to the so-called ‘Web 2.0’ phenomenon, a phrase popularised after the O’Reilly Media Web 2.0 Conference in 2004. The term is notoriously hard to define precisely, but it is generally accepted to mean the concept of improved communication among both individuals and the programs they use (via open web standards), improved interfaces, interactivity, user-generated content and ‘collective intelligence’. Commonly cited examples of Web 2.0 include Wikipedia and YouTube, since they are based on user-generated or uploaded content. This approach can be compared to the ‘top-down’ content aspects of ‘Web 1.0’: O’Reilly uses the contrast between ‘publishing’ and ‘participation’ to bring out a key element of the difference between Web 1.0 and Web 2.0, but there is much disagreement over the scope of Web 2.0 and even whether it really exists, given the difficulty in defining the term and the fact that some argue that it is simply a marketing buzzword; a concept rather than a clearly identifiable piece of technology. The term ‘health 2.0’ has been said to connote the “use of a specific set of Web tools

---


\(^{95}\) Those signing up to the website in order to edit entries are required to “submit their medical training, degree, and current hospital or medical school”. See: AskDrWiki (2007) AskDrWiki: Editorial policy, available at: http://askdrwiki.com/mediawiki/index.php?title=AskDrWiki:Editorial_Policy.
General health information provision sites

5.8 Health information sites provide information about health and diseases, as well as information about lifestyle, medicines and supplements. Examples include dedicated sites such as WebMD and Patient UK, as well as numerous blogs concerning health matters and websites that include health information as part of a wider range of services, such as BBC Health. Some websites that fall into this category provide mechanisms that facilitate self-diagnosis and the Map of Medicine Healthguides function on NHS Choices allows the user to follow the assessment pathway and “see what your doctor can see” (Box 5.2).

Box 5.2: Examples of National Health Service (NHS) websites

The NHS Direct website provides a self-help service, which provides appropriate medical advice and information based on answers the user gives in answer to a series of questions about their symptoms. Depending on the answers given, users may be advised to, for example: “Call 999. Your answers suggest you need to dial 999 immediately and ask for an ambulance” or “Your answers suggest that you can safely look after yourself with the care advice on the next page”.

The Map of Medicine Healthguides resource on the NHS Choices website allows the user to follow on flow charts “the ideal, evidence-based patient journey for common and important conditions”. It is a patient-oriented version of the Map of Medicine, which was originally developed for healthcare professionals. The Healthguides aim to allow patients to “self-educate and engage with care providers about their journey.”

Disease specific websites

5.9 Disease-specific sites focus on a particular condition, and tend to be provided by charities or patient interest groups, or may also be blogs. Funding comes from a range of sources, including charitable donations, governments and pharmaceutical companies. Information might typically be provided about the condition, its cause, the drug treatments and complementary and alternative therapies that are available, as well as providing advice on lifestyle. Examples of groups that have established such websites include the UK’s Alzheimer’s Society and Parkinson’s Disease Society and breastcancer.org in the USA.

Interactive patient group websites

5.10 Interactive patient group websites are typically for people with a particular condition to find out information and share experiences with others having the same or similar condition. Online communities such as these can provide helpful support for people, for example by countering feelings of isolation. Some help people with rare conditions to find out information about their particular circumstances from others with experience of the condition. Some are set up by

---

98 ibid.
patients themselves, others by companies, and they are funded in various ways, including advertising and sponsorship from pharmaceutical companies. Some collect data and use it in research or to sell to third parties for research. PatientsLikeMe is an example of a website that enables users to share clinical information on their condition and collects it in a “blinded, aggregated and individual format to [sell to their] partners (i.e., companies that are developing or selling products to patients)”. Such websites can also be used by researchers to give people the opportunity to participate in medical research.

Scientific databases

5.11 Scientific databases, including PubMed or clinicaltrials.gov, provide access to research published by scientists or ongoing clinical studies. Some of these sites were originally intended for use by medical and healthcare professionals, but they can of course also be accessed on the internet by anyone.

Web tools

5.12 Web tools are designed to help people to manage their condition and generally have an interactive component: for example, automated analysis and results based on the answers to an online questionnaire. A case in point is sugarsstats.com, which enables the user to “track, monitor and access your glucose levels and diabetic statistics to spot dangerous trends and better manage your diabetic health”. Another webtool, MoodGYM, is an “interactive web program designed to prevent depression”, developed by the Centre for Mental Health Research at the Australian National University, that uses diagrams and online exercises with the aim of teaching the principles of cognitive behaviour therapy. The NHS in England offers Healthspace, a website that includes tools that enable the user to enter and keep track of health information such as weight or cholesterol levels (see also Paragraph 6.6).

Benefits and harms

5.13 Some potential advantages and disadvantages of online personal health information were set out in Table 3.1.

Potential advantages

- Convenience;
- allows people who want to, to be more involved in their own health and healthcare;
- can empower patients relative to doctors;
- can provide protection from medical malpractice or incompetence; and
- facilitates mutual support.

Potential disadvantages

- Misleading information;
- misinterpretation;
- breaches of privacy; and
- can undermine the traditional doctor-patient relationship.

We explore these advantages and disadvantages further below.

---

102 PatientsLikeMe, responding to the Working Party’s consultation. See also: http://www.patientslikeme.com/.
Reasons people use the internet to access health information

5.14 The internet is distinctive because it combines enormous amounts of information with powerful mechanisms for rapid search and retrieval. It enables people to have convenient access to health information in the privacy of their own homes, at the time they wish and for as long and as many times as they wish. Online health sites allow information to be accessed without embarrassment and without needing to talk face-to-face with a doctor or health professional. People may also save money if they would otherwise need to pay for a consultation with a doctor or miss work to do so. There are people who, for whatever reason, have difficulty in accessing the information they need during face-to-face consultations, and health websites may be of great help to them. One study found that the average physician consultation in the USA was eight minutes long, and in the UK the average length of consultation with a general practitioner was 11.7 minutes in 2007. It has been argued that “Given the brevity of the patient-physician encounter, it is perhaps not surprising that patients express a need for more information…”

5.15 Using online health information can thus enable individuals to increase their ‘health literacy’ if they want to do so, and to increase their sense of empowerment about their health. Looking up symptoms online may also encourage people to see their doctor early and take other positive action. Given the prevalence of medical errors and misdiagnoses, online information can help people to identify such errors more easily. It may also have beneficial applications for public health, for example in times of pandemics.

5.16 There is evidence from the USA to suggest that many people have had positive experiences with online health sites. In 2008, the Pew Internet and American Life Project found that 31% of e-patients said they or someone they knew had been “significantly helped by following medical advice or health information found on the internet,” while 3% said they or someone they knew had been seriously harmed by following advice or information found online. Fifty-nine per cent of those internet users who were chronically ill and who had experienced a “health crisis” in the past year had found information online that had then led them to ask their doctor new questions, or seek a second opinion. However, the author also identified a “generalized fear of misinformation” regarding health information on the internet.

5.17 Additionally, a European study found that, in 2005, 30% of internet users across seven countries felt reassurance or relief when accessing health-related information on the internet, while 15% stated that they had feelings of anxiety. A 2007 survey found that 36% of Norwegian respondents reported feelings of reassurance or relief after using the internet for health purposes, while 19% had feelings of anxiety. The relative perceived importance of the internet as a source of health information has also been studied. One survey, again of the

---

110 Ibid.
111 Ibid.
112 The study used a sample of 7,903 people, of which 4,906 were internet users. The countries covered by the survey were Denmark, Germany, Greece, Latvia, Norway, Poland and Portugal.
same seven European countries as the study mentioned above, found that, in 2007, approximately 47% of survey respondents considered the internet as an “important” source of health information, although direct contact with health professionals was still perceived as the most important source. However, there were significant differences between countries in terms of how respondents perceived the relative importance of the internet as a source of health information. For example, in Denmark the internet was seen as the second most important source of health information, behind only health professionals, while in Greece the internet was seen as the least important source, coming behind contact with health professionals; television/radio; books, medical encyclopaedias and leaflets; courses and lectures; newspapers and magazines; family, friends and colleagues; and pharmacies.

Differences between the sources of information available

5.18 Health information has long been available in books, magazines and other print media. The underlying concept of acquiring information applies to both print material and the internet, but there are some important differences, which include the following:

Print

- It is often easier to determine the author/publisher of printed material and hence establish responsibility and liability.
- Information provided in print media or through radio/television has a ‘static’ nature, as opposed to the potential of websites to be continuously updated.

Online

- The internet can be used to track users’ identities, what other pages they view and where they are located. This information can then be used to target advertising to them.
- Vast quantities of searchable information are rapidly available, much but not all of that information being free.
- Information may appear to be more ‘personalised’ (in the sense of providing more individualised prediction, prevention and treatment, see Paragraph 1.18) when it is returned in response to information submitted by the user (for example, see Paragraph 5.12). That responsive character may lead to perceptions that such information is closely tailored to the inquirer’s personal circumstances, even if that is not always the case.

5.19 The key difference between online health information and information found through print media or via television and radio does not seem to lie in the degree of accuracy in the information available or whether it is free or involves charges, but rather in the way it is accessed. The speed at which an enormous variety of information (well beyond what even the most lavish libraries once contained) may be accessed through targeted, consumer-initiated use of search facilities is far beyond what was previously available. That is why quality problems with online information may have an important impact, even if it is not necessarily true that proportionally more online health information is less accurate than offline information.

---

116 Ibid.
117 The ordering of the last seven items was not stated. See: Kummervold PE, Chronaki CE and Lausen B et al. (2008) eHealth trends in Europe 2005–2007: A population-based survey *Journal of Medical Internet Research* 10(4): e42. It can be noted that, although the authors of the study drew no direct causative or correlative link between internet uptake in a particular country and the level of interest in online health searching, Greece had the lowest uptake of internet access of all the countries surveyed.
Accuracy of information on the internet

5.20 Information, whether on the internet or elsewhere, is not all verified for clarity or accuracy. The quality of information available is variable;¹¹⁸ from strictly evidence-based to misleading and even malicious, and the traceability of authorship also varies widely. The development of websites on which people add their own experiences (see Box 5.1) enables people with similar conditions to provide support and information to each other across the world, but raises questions about how personal data is used and sold to third parties, and also frequently relates to non-standard forms of treatment.¹¹⁹ Inaccuracy, misinterpretation or conflicting sources have the potential to lead to confusion, false reassurance or undue anxiety. While these features are not unique to the internet, they may have more significance for other information sources for the reasons given above, and numerous studies have brought out such problems with internet-based health information.

5.21 For example, one study showed that approximately one in four patients who used the internet to research forthcoming operations they were due to undergo found the information worrying or confusing.¹²⁰ It has also been shown that many people who look for health-related information through search engines use short, often mis-spelt search phrases and rarely look further than the first page of search results.¹²¹ Another study conducted in 2008, aiming to identify “how effectively students can assess the accuracy of Internet-based material when gathering information on a controversial medical topic using simple keyword searches,” found that 59% of the 34 students who took part reported that they believed the websites they accessed, having used the search terms “vaccine safety” and “vaccine danger” in the Google search engine, were accurate on the whole, despite the fact that over half of those websites were in fact inaccurate on the whole: it was noted that “a high percentage of the students left the […] exercise with significant misconceptions about vaccines.”¹²² A systematic review in 2002 found that “most authors who evaluated [health website] content found significant problems, criticizing lack of completeness, difficulty in finding high-quality sites, and lack of accuracy”. However, the review also noted that, while online health information quality may be variable “due to differences in study methods and rigor, quality criteria, study population, and topic chosen, study results and conclusions on health-related Web sites vary widely.”¹²³ Studies have also been performed on the adequacy of online health information as it pertains to various fields of medicine,¹²⁴ while others focused on the criteria that should be used to assess information found.¹²⁵

5.22 Such studies seem to suggest there is not always a close connection between accuracy and features such as the degree of citation or who provides the information.¹²⁶ They also suggest

¹¹⁹ Although it is by no means clear that the internet is a “major pathway” to patient complementary and alternative medicine usage. See: Broom A and Tovey P (2008) The role of the internet in cancer patients’ engagement with complementary and alternative treatment Health (London) 12: 139.
¹²⁶ For example, it has been suggested “that features of website credibility – source, [displaying the date of the original document or content posting on the internet], and evidence hierarchy – have only slight or at best moderate correlation with
that the accuracy of online information may vary among different fields of medicine.²² But the accuracy of information on governmental health websites was well rated by a 2010 study of 500 websites relating to common paediatric queries, which found governmental websites “gave uniformly accurate advice” and concluded that such websites “should be promoted as the first port of call for parents” looking for paediatric health advice. In contrast, the study found that “sponsored sites [those that pay to appear on the results pages of search engines] universally gave poor information”.²³ It may of course be that inaccuracies in online information can be corrected through interactive websites of the Web 2.0 type referred to earlier (see Box 5.1). Indeed, Matthew Holt, co-creator of the Health 2.0 conference, suggests that, “In the end, the more people you have in the conversation, the better information drives out the worse information,”²⁴ and there appears to be some limited evidence in support of this proposition.²⁵

**Potential harms to health from using online health information**

5.23 There is currently no consistent evidence to suggest that it is common for individuals to suffer harms to their health as a direct consequence of using online health information (see Box 5.3).²⁶ But we think there is potential for physical, psychological, and possibly financial harms to arise from:

- people believing a particular condition is medical or treatable, when in fact it is not;
- people believing a particular condition is not medical or treatable, when in fact it is;
- people following advice that is inaccurate or misleading;
- people making misdiagnoses; and
- people viewing pages from (or participating in) online patient groups, but being unaware of variations in similar conditions and consequently of the risk that advice given by other patients may not be relevant, or may even be harmful, for them.

---

²² For example, a study published in the journal Cancer identified 343 unique internet pages about breast cancer by using popular search engines, and found 41 inaccurate statements on 18 sites, representing an error rate of 5.2% and leading to the conclusion that most information about breast cancer that consumers were likely to encounter online was accurate (see: Bernstam EV, Walji MF Sagaram S et al. (2008) Commonly cited website quality criteria are not effective at identifying inaccurate online information about breast cancer Cancer 112(6): 1206–13). That finding contrasts sharply with the study of paediatric websites cited below.

²³ The study in question set out to determine the quality of advice on websites found through the Google search engine for five common paediatric queries. The first 100 UK-based Google results for each search were classified as being either consistent or inconsistent with current recommendations from the medical profession or as not providing an answer. The study found that “the reliability and accuracy of health information on the internet ranges from poor to excellent, depending on the topic”. Of the 500 sites searched, 39% were found to give correct information in terms of consistency with current evidence-based recommendations. 11% were incorrect and 49% did not answer the question. See: Scullard P, Peacock C and Davies P (2010) Googling children’s health: Reliability of medical advice on the internet Archives of Disease in Childhood (published online 6 April 2010).


²⁵ A 2006 study designed to determine the prevalence of false or misleading statements in messages posted by an internet cancer support group, and whether and how quickly they were corrected by other members of the group, found that of 4,600 postings in four months, ten were false or misleading (0.22%) and of these, seven were identified as such and corrected within an average of four hours and 33 minutes. But the authors concede that the study covered only one internet support group, meaning that the findings may not be generalisable, that only a single reviewer determined the false or misleading nature of the posts, and that reviewer was not blinded to the study hypothesis. See: Esquivel A, Meric-Bernstam F and Bernstam EV (2006) Accuracy and self correction of information received from an internet breast cancer list: Content analysis British Medical Journal 332: 939–42.

Such potential harms are of course not unique to information obtained online, but can nevertheless have potentially serious consequences in some cases.

5.24 A feature of online information referred to earlier is that it can be viewed without knowing what country it comes from or how the provider of the information in question is funded. While search engines differ to some extent according to where a user is based,\footnote{For example, at the time of writing, a search for “heart disease” on Google.co.uk returned different results from those coming from the same search term used on Google.com: the top three results (excluding news stories) for Google.co.uk included the relevant Wikipedia entries, the NHS and the British Heart Foundation; for Google.com, the results were for Wikipedia, WebMD and the American Heart Association.} users may not confine themselves to the search engines applicable to their own jurisdictions, and may therefore not be readily aware of the implications of important differences in the way healthcare systems operate, the different measures used for items such as blood sugar levels, the names used for drugs in different countries (see Paragraph 7.8), which treatments are available in what countries, what constitutes common medical practice in one particular country, the frequencies of medical conditions, and whether there is overlap between advertising and independent health information.

Box 5.3: What is the evidence of harms caused by using online health information?

There seems to be rather limited evidence of widespread harm as a consequence of accessing online health information, and no controlled comparisons between harms from online and offline information. Harms reported in the literature we found included the following:

- Inaccurate healthcare information acquired online by parents was “associated with an adverse outcome in a pediatric patient presenting with diarrhea”. But the online information was found to be “congruent” with the advice provided by emergency room staff at a local hospital, so the case showed “how inaccurate information on the Internet can contribute to the consequences of following advice received through face-to-face encounters”,\footnote{Crocco AG, Villasis-Keever M and Jadad AR (2002) Two wrongs don’t make a right: Harm aggravated by inaccurate information on the internet \textit{Pediatrics} 109: 522–3.} rather than demonstrating a direct causative link between the use of online health information and harm to the child in question.

- There was an apparent association between access to online health information and non-adherence to healthcare regimes in a study that found 11.2% of respondents reporting internet-instigated non-adherence and concluded “negative consequences for healthcare adherence behaviour resulting from internet health information utilization appear substantial”.\footnote{Weaver JB, Thompson NJ, Weaver SS and Hopkins GL (2009) Healthcare non-adherence decisions and internet health information \textit{Computers in Human Behaviour} 25: 1373–80.}

- An analysis of 1,512 journal article abstracts found three articles describing direct harm arising from following online health information, including two cases of emotional harm as a result of improper internet searches, one instance of kidney failure in a cancer patient who obtained misinformation about the use of medication on the internet, and one example of dogs being poisoned as a consequence of misinformation derived from the internet.\footnote{Crocco AG, Villasis-Keever M and Jadad AR (2002) Analysis of cases of harm associated with use of health information on the internet \textit{Journal of the American Medical Association} 287(21): 2869–71.}

- Interviews with cancer patients suggested that exposure to complex biomedical information, even when it is accurate, can create significant anxiety.\footnote{Broom A and Tovey P (2008) The role of the internet in cancer patients’ engagement with complementary and alternative treatment \textit{Health (London)} 12: 139.}

- One survey that found 8% of doctors surveyed reported that some of their patients had suffered physical harm as a consequence of accessing online health information.\footnote{Responses were received from 748 doctors, including 375 general practitioners: respondents estimated that 1%–2% of their patients used the internet for health information in the previous month. See: Potts HWW and Wyatt JC (2002) Survey of doctors’ experience of patients using the internet \textit{Journal of Medical Internet Research} 4(1): e5.}
Use of private information

5.25 As noted earlier, searching for information online may, to a certain extent, enable third parties to track people’s identities, which pages they view and where they are located. Such data can be commercially valuable, in addition to the information that people knowingly add to some websites, for example when they are obliged to register to gain access. The balance of advantage and disadvantage to individual users of the information trail that their searches generate depends on their circumstances and their perceptions: they might, for instance, be grateful to be notified of clinical trials relevant for their condition, or upset by being sent targeted marketing for products they think are inappropriate for them. That is why protection of individuals’ personal data has to be balanced against other considerations.

Public health possibilities

5.26 Further, searching for online health information and entering information onto websites offers possibilities beyond the individual. Information about which search terms are being entered and which pages are viewed as well as actual information submitted can all, if aggregated in a suitable way, have the potential to be useful for public health, research and commercial purposes. Examples include infectious disease surveillance, understanding patterns of chronic disease, assessing health behaviour and marketing. For instance, in 2009, it was shown that by analysing Google search terms related to influenza and its symptoms, researchers were able to predict accurately influenza outbreak in the USA one to two weeks prior to the publication of surveillance reports by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, which relied on more typical disease modelling. We return to informing users of health information websites about the use of their information in our recommendation in Paragraph 5.54.

Extent of use

Access to and use of the internet

5.27 It is well known that increasing numbers of people have access to and use the internet, especially in developed countries, as is illustrated in Figure 5.1. It is also well known that there is a ‘digital divide’, with marked variations between socio-economic groups in terms of access to and use of the internet. For example, as of 2008, some 93% of UK adults under 70 who had a degree or equivalent qualification were reported as having access to the internet in their homes, compared with 56% of those with no formal qualifications. However, those over 65 were the least likely to use the internet, with 70% stating they had never used it. Although those numbers seem likely to change (the numbers of over-65s reporting they had never used the internet had been 82% in 2006), the digital divide remains serious for the age group that represents the heaviest users of healthcare, meaning there are important values of fairness and

---

141 Between 2002 and 2008 in Great Britain access to the internet increased from 46% of all households to 65%. In the USA, between 2000 and 2009, the percentage of American adults with access to the internet increased from 46% to 74%. Additionally, broadband internet access, which enables a far higher rate of data transfer than dial-up access, has become more prevalent. In 2006 in the UK, 40% of households had a broadband connection, and by 2008, this number had increased to 56%. In the USA, from 2000 to 2009, the figure rose from 5%–57%. See: Office for National Statistics (2008) Internet access 2008 households and individuals, available at: http://www.statistics.gov.uk/pdfdir/iahi0808.pdf; Fox S and Jones S (2009) The social life of health information, available at: http://www.pewinternet.org/-/media/PDF/Reports/2009/IP_HI_Health_2009.pdf.
142 Office for National Statistics (2008) Internet access 2008 households and individuals, available at: http://www.statistics.gov.uk/pdfdir/iahi0808.pdf. This report indicates that 71% of adults in the UK had used the internet within the previous three months before interview and of those, 69% used it every day or almost every day.
autonomy at stake for such information, particularly if those who are unwilling or unable to use the internet for health purposes are likely to be disadvantaged as a result.

**Figure 5.1: Internet users as percentage of population in selected countries across the world**

![Graph showing internet usage as percentage of population across countries](image)

**Use of the internet for health-related purposes**

5.28 Some evidence suggests that people see the internet as only one source of information and valued having a range of different types of information about prescribed medicines. In 2007 the Pew Internet and American Life Project found that “experts mattered most when people faced health problems”. Other research has concluded that “online information and advice influence[es] patients’ decision making without threatening their desire to communicate with physicians” and the physician remained “the single most important source of advice on health” despite not being the “first port-of-call” for health information.

5.29 Figures vary about what proportion of people use the internet to obtain health-related information. In 2008, the UK Office for National Statistics reported that 34% of all recent UK internet users had used it to seek health-related information. The 2009 Oxford Internet Survey found that 68% of British internet users searched for health information online. Figures for other developed countries also suggest that 70% or more of internet users use it to
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obtain health related information. In addition to simply seeking information, substantial numbers of people are reported to participate in patient groups and other online communities associated with health information: for example, PatientsLikeMe.com reported that they had over 40,000 members registered with the site.

5.30 The use of online health information also appears to be shaped by demographics. The 2009 Oxford Internet Survey reported that in Britain women were more likely to look for health information online than men, and the employed and retired to seek more health information than students. Perhaps relating to the ‘digital divide’ to which we referred earlier, some research from the USA suggests that older, poorer, less healthy and less educated members of society are less likely to seek health information from online sources.

5.31 The medical profession’s response to the rise of online health information seems to have been mixed. Some doctors see the use of the Google search engine as a diagnostic tool as being “laughable and bordering on dangerous”, while others consider the internet to “encourage early presentation and action that could improve survival and reduce complications from long term conditions.” It may also be that healthcare professionals find the internet useful for finding information themselves. The British Medical Association (BMA) told us that it supported the idea of patients taking more interest in their own healthcare but was concerned about difficulties patients may experience when attempting to identify reliable and accurate information.

We return to this problem in our recommendation in Paragraph 5.63.

Current system of interventions

5.32 Although there is a system of governance for the basic infrastructure of the internet (notably the domain name system), there is no overall oversight of the information that appears on it. Different countries apply their laws to the information on it and how people in their jurisdictions use it. Governments use a variety of methods to try to control people’s access to information on the internet, and these methods are illustrated in Box 5.4.

5.33 Most of the existing types of intervention relating to health information on the internet in the UK and many other countries fall into the category of what we called ‘general governance’ measures in Chapter 4, and of those measures some involve the exercise of state-specific legal power and some do not. As noted earlier, the main state-specific legal power relevant to this area is the data protection regime, and the standard disciplinary codes and rules for medical professionals apply where they are involved with the provision of online health information. The main type of general governance measure that does not involve state-specific legal powers is that of the advertising standards regime. The only service-specific form of intervention that appears to apply to this domain is that of accreditation schemes, which also do not involve state-specific legal power.
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Box 5.4: Potential methods of intervention applying to the internet

Pre-existing rules: The application of rules relating to pre-existing, well understood activities and the assertion of associated (and often legally uncontroversial) sanctions, such as those criminal penalties that relate to the distribution of child pornography. It is possible to punish criminally those in ‘physical’ possession of prohibited material in one jurisdiction, i.e. on a hard drive of a computer.

Alternative dispute resolution: Consumer-related international litigation is more effectively managed through alternative dispute resolution, especially small-value internet disputes. This is not because the legal framework to manage it in the courts does not exist, but because (as mentioned below) associated practical difficulties often render such procedures beyond the reach of the average litigant (i.e. cost, translation, time, difficulty in enforcing judgments in foreign courts and so on).

Upstream filtering: Filtering imposed from ‘above’ without the knowledge or consent of those so filtered. An example is mandatory or voluntary internet service provider (ISP) access restrictions of specific internet addresses. ISPs subscribe to, or have imposed upon them, ‘no access’ lists of specific web addresses which render particular web addresses inaccessible by the average user using the particular ISPs.

Bandwidth management: This may involve rate management of data over networks by ISPs (i.e. restricting the volume of data a particular user can move over certain networks, and therefore the ‘speed’ with which people can access certain data). This technique can be used to limit the bandwidth of users engaging in file sharing over peer-to-peer networks, for example.

Internet intermediary liability: The enforcement of specific rules on those intermediary entities responsible for providing the physical or software-based infrastructure of the internet and web (telecommunication networks and ISPs, for example) or those who provide access to, host or distribute content (such as search engines, YouTube or eBay and peer-to-peer networks). Examples include criminal responsibility for content that crosses a network; a legal responsibility not to provide access to prohibited items in a specific jurisdiction (such as search engines and Nazi memorabilia) or liability for distributing copyrighted material.

Monitor and warn: Online activity can be monitored and a user may be presented with a warning that their activity has been monitored.

Notice and disconnection: When an individual breaches a particular rule on what can and cannot be accessed online (such as downloading music in breach of copyright), they may be warned (for example by their ISP, online or in writing) that their activity has been monitored and that repeat activity will result in their connection being terminated.
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158 For example, 41% of respondents to a Eurobarometer who had submitted a formal complaint regarding a cross-border purchase reported they were not satisfied with way the complaint was handled. See: European Commission (2006) Consumer protection in the internal market: Special Eurobarometer 252 / wave 65.1 – TNS opinion & social, p32, available at: http://ec.europa.eu/public_opinion/archives/ebss/ebss252_en.pdf.
163 Ibid, p82.
**Jurisdiction**

5.34 The use of the internet imposes significant practical (though usually not theoretical) difficulties in determining the geographical location of a particular act and therefore the national law that applies to it.\(^{164}\)

5.35 Rules establishing jurisdiction are not part of international law, but are an element of domestic civil procedure,\(^{165}\) the specifics of which vary between countries. In England and Wales, the process is governed by the Civil Procedure Rules when the litigants all live in England/Wales and a non-EU country, and by the Brussels Regulation (a set of rules applying to this area) when some of the litigants are from the EU. In Scotland, all such matters are dealt with under the Brussels Regulation. Courts in a foreign jurisdiction are under no obligation in international law to recognise and enforce judgments from other jurisdictions, unless there is a bi- or multilateral agreement requiring such action (for example the Brussels Regulation in Europe).\(^ {166}\) Contractual obligations may specify the jurisdiction in which subsequent litigation takes place, although different rules apply to consumers and they may have greater freedom in terms of choosing where to bring an action.\(^ {167}\)

**Liability**

5.36 We have already noted that health information on the internet, along with many other types of health information, is not necessarily verified for clarity or accuracy. Users therefore need to appreciate that people are free in many countries to post misleading or inaccurate information on the internet that could be accessed by many people across the world. However, should an individual believe they were harmed because they followed advice from an online health information provider, they can in principle take action against that provider under the law of tort in England, Wales and Northern Ireland (see Box 4.1) and in other countries under similar laws. To give an example from another legal domain, there have been successful cross-jurisdiction defamation claims.\(^ {168}\) For an action under tort law to be successful, the claimant would have to demonstrate that they were owed duty of care by the defendant, that such a duty was breached, that the breach caused harm and that damages or other loss resulted as a consequence of that breach. It is likely that the determination of ‘duty of care’ in these circumstances would be complicated by the nature of the individual or organisation that provided the relevant health information. For example, if the information was provided by a non-medically qualified individual posting on a patient group website rather than being provided on the website of a national health service provider, it may be harder to establish a duty of care. Further, some online health information providers state terms and conditions of use that warn that the information they offer should not replace a consultation with a health professional, and thus seek to limit their liability. Liability for posting misleading, inaccurate or confusing information is further complicated by the transnational nature of the internet as noted above: even where a claim could be made and an appropriate jurisdiction identified, the practicalities of the situation (the extra costs of litigating in an unfamiliar legal system, hiring translators, and so on) are likely to make it difficult for the average internet user to pursue an action even if they were so inclined.
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\(^{165}\) Ibid, p123.

\(^{166}\) Ibid, p152.


\(^{168}\) See, for example: *Dow Jones & Co Inc v Gutnick* (2002) HCA 56 at 92. Allegedly defamatory content was created in New York, placed on a server in New Jersey and accessed in the Australian state of Victoria. The court held that the claimant, Gutnick, could litigate his defamation action in Victoria, where defamation law was stricter than the USA. The court found that accessibility was sufficient for jurisdiction, provided the claimant had a reputation in that jurisdiction.
Data protection

5.37 As we mentioned above in Paragraph 5.25, when using health information websites users may send personal data, either knowingly or inadvertently. Data protection laws are concerned with the processing of personal data, and apply to the services provided by online health website providers, depending on the country in which they are based. For organisations and companies based in the EU, the basis of the legal regime is the Data Protection Directive,169 which was implemented in domestic law in the UK by the Data Protection Act 1998 (Box 5.5). The scope of the Act is seen as very wide by the UK Information Commissioner’s Office,170 which holds that where an organisation collects or holds information about an identifiable living individual, or where such information is used, disclosed, retained or destroyed, the organisation is likely to be processing personal data relevant to the Data Protection Act.171

Box 5.5: Eight principles of the UK Data Protection Act

1 Personal data shall be processed fairly and lawfully.
2 Personal data shall be obtained only for one or more specified and lawful purposes, and shall not be further processed in any manner incompatible with that purpose or those purposes.
3 Personal data shall be adequate, relevant and not excessive in relation to the purpose or purposes for which they are processed.
4 Personal data shall be accurate and, where necessary, kept up to date.
5 Personal data processed for any purpose or purposes shall not be kept for longer than is necessary for that purpose or those purposes.
6 Personal data shall be processed in accordance with the rights of data subjects under this Act.
7 Appropriate technical and organisational measures shall be taken against unauthorised or unlawful processing of personal data and against accidental loss or destruction of, or damage to, personal data.
8 Personal data shall not be transferred to a country or territory outside the European Economic Area unless that country or territory ensures an adequate level of protection for the rights and freedoms of data subjects in relation to the processing of personal data.

5.38 Although the Data Protection Directive (and the domestic laws individual EU Member States have enacted to implement it) applies only to organisations based in the EU, personal data undergoing (or intended to undergo) processing after transfer which has been collected in an EU Member State cannot be transferred to a country that does not provide an appropriate level of protection.172 However, commentators have noted that it can be difficult to identify whether or not certain organisations are actually based in the EU: some companies voluntarily fulfil the necessary obligations required by the Data Protection Directive while maintaining that they are not formally bound by the legislation because they are not legally based in the EU. Given that such companies voluntarily comply with the relevant data protection legislation, the legal applicability of the Directive to their operations has not been tested in court.173

5.39 Mainstream use of the internet has highlighted significant gaps in data protection law as a means of protecting consumers. Such law was originally developed as a way of protecting individuals from misuse of their information by the state or other organisations, and it focuses on identifying ‘data controllers’ and ‘processors’ within such organisations, in a way that is not reflected in the distributed type of information exchange represented by Web 2.0 and similar operations.\(^{174}\) There have been moves to close such gaps, such as the EU Privacy and Electronic Communications Directive 2002, but the adequacy of those moves can be questioned.\(^ {175}\)

5.40 It has been claimed that there may be a generational ‘value-gap’ over the protection of certain types of personal data – as reflected, for example, in some users’ apparent (tacit) acceptance of targeted advertising when it is a feature of desired products or services, such as Facebook or Google. It has been questioned whether consent still has a role to play in protecting consumer internet data-protection interests,\(^{176}\) given that e-commerce and ‘free’ e-services such as social networking services rarely offer any opportunities to negotiate data-use terms. However, society in general still reacts harshly to large-scale data leakage.

**Advertising**

5.41 Direct-to-consumer advertising of pharmaceuticals is prohibited in the EU. However, companies are permitted to include information about their products on their websites (see Paragraph 7.31). More broadly, advertisements on UK websites are covered by the existing UK advertising code, which applies equally to conventional print, radio and television media and originated in the early 1960s as a set of standards imposed by the advertising industry on itself. The Advertising Standards Authority (ASA) broadly seeks “to ensure ads are legal, decent, honest and truthful”.\(^{177}\) The ASA has a variety of sanctions, such as prohibiting adverts or advertising techniques and requiring advertisers to seek advice before publishing future adverts.\(^{178}\) The ASA can also refer the publisher of an advert to the Office of Communications (Ofcom), the communications regulator, which has the power to impose financial penalties.\(^ {179}\)

5.42 We note that some commentators are concerned that advertising of health products and treatments could be specifically directed at particular users without their prior knowledge, based on the pages they have viewed and the information they have entered on patient websites, particularly given that some of these individuals may be particularly vulnerable as a result of a desperate search for information about treatments for their condition, or that of a dependent.\(^ {180}\) We return to this issue in our recommendation in Paragraph 5.61.

**Accreditation of health-related websites and tools for users**

5.43 There are various accreditation schemes for health-related websites. In England, the Department of Health launched a health information accreditation system (the ‘Information Standard’) in 2009 which aimed to ensure that people could identify high-quality health information through a kitemarking scheme. The Information Standard is “a quality filter which helps people to identify reliable information”.\(^{181}\) Organisations that meet the quality criteria
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176 Ibid, p487.
179 Ibid.
specified by the Information Standard are entitled to place a quality mark on their materials, including websites and print media. The Department of Health is the ‘owner’ of the Information Standard, but has licensed the scheme to the outsourcing company Capita. The Information Standard requires that information be accurate, impartial, balanced, based on evidence, accessible and well written.

5.44 In the USA, an independent, not-for-profit organisation, the Utilization Review Accreditation Commission (URAC), aims to promote healthcare quality through accreditation and certification programmes. URAC accredits many types of healthcare organisations, including health websites. It reviews a company’s operations to ensure that the company is conducting business consistent with national standards. Among other things, URAC claims it has enhanced editorial transparency of online health sites by requiring providers to verify and disclose the credentials of their health content reviewers, and how they conduct verification of credentials. URAC provides a symbol that can be displayed by health websites, showing that the website has met these standards. Accredited health information websites include the BlueCross and Blue Shield Association, Microsoft HealthVault and WebMD.

5.45 The Health on the Net Foundation Code of Conduct (HONcode) was developed in the mid-1990s by the HON Foundation, a Swiss-based non-governmental organisation. The stated aim was to encourage the dissemination of quality health information for patients and professionals, and to facilitate access to the latest and most relevant medical data. At the time of writing, the HONcode was used by over 7,300 certified websites in 102 countries. The HONcode specifies eight principles for the presentation of medical and health information on the internet (Box 5.6). Where a website conforms to the HONcode, and has applied for certification from the HON Foundation, the website is entitled to display the HONcode logo. The HON Foundation states that the HONcode “does not seek to rate the medical accuracy, validity or appropriateness of the information itself” and the presence of its logo does not guarantee that the information provided on the website is accurate. Applicants must request approval to use the logo and permission is given after the Foundation has assessed the website in question in order to ascertain whether or not it conforms to the standards required. The logo is linked to the HONcode ID Index of registered and approved websites, such that a user who clicks on the logo can ascertain whether the website has had its registration declined or revoked.
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Box 5.6: Eight principles of the HONcode

1 Authoritative – Indicate the qualification of the authors.
2 Complementarity – Information should support, not replace, the doctor-patient relationship.
3 Privacy – Respect the privacy and confidentiality of personal data submitted to the site by the visitor.
4 Attribution – Cite the source(s) of published information, date and medical and health pages.
5 Justifiability – Site must back up claims relating to benefits and performance.
6 Transparency – Accessible presentation, accurate email contact.
7 Financial disclosure – Identify funding sources.
8 Advertising policy – Clearly distinguish advertising from editorial content.

5.46 Three other examples of online health information accreditation systems are noted below:

- Discern – a brief questionnaire designed to provide users with a valid and reliable way of assessing the quality of written information on treatment choices for a health problem.
- MedCIRCLE – the ‘Collaboration for Internet Rating, Certification, Labeling and Evaluation of Health Information’. MedCIRCLE comprises three European health portals in Spain, France and Germany with the goal of evaluating, describing or annotating health information on the web.
- MedIEQ – a multinational project co-funded by the European Commission. It attempts to automate the quality labelling process in medical websites by providing tools that search the internet to locate medical websites in eight European languages to verify their content against a set of machine-readable quality criteria.

5.47 The value of accreditation or ‘kitemarking’, as applied to online health information can be debated. For example, it has been noted that consumers cope with un-accredited sources of health information (such as newspapers, magazines and television programmes) despite frequent inaccuracies in information provided.”191“ But it can also be argued that accreditation is an important aid to information-seekers given that “the objective of most quality rating tools…is not to inhibit publication, but to provide a system by which consumers can assess the nature of the information they are accessing.”192

5.48 Various agencies, professional or governmental, provide guidelines to help consumers evaluate health information on the internet. For example, the British Medical Association (BMA) provides a checklist of factors to take into account when looking for health information online (such as whether or not the site gives references and sources for the information provided), and offers examples of reputable “medical gateways” (such as NHS Direct) for identifying useful health information.193 In the USA, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) provides a list of questions for consumers to consider and the Medical Library Association provides a users’ guide to finding and evaluating online health information.194

**Softening the ethical dilemmas**

5.49 For online health information, the main conflict among the values we identified in Chapter 3 is that between individuals' ability to pursue their own interests in their own way (that is, using the internet freely to access the health information they want) and the values of safeguarding private information and state activity to reduce harms. Another potential conflict arises between the ethical value of safeguarding private information and social solidarity in the form of information pooling for common benefit, for instance in research. As described in Chapters 3 and 4, we aim to reduce or soften those dilemmas by recommending practical and proportionate forms of intervention. In some cases we may not consider that any policy change or introduction of interventions is feasible or desirable, but still think that the developments in question merit comment. That latter consideration applies particularly to restrictions on the way the internet is to be used, given the practical difficulties described earlier.

5.50 As we have indicated, some forms of online health information can help people increase their understanding of their own bodies, health and illness, and to become more involved with and take more control over their healthcare if they want to, for example by using some of the interactive tools available for managing chronic conditions. Indeed, good-quality health information can be argued to be key to enabling individuals effectively to pursue their own interests in their own way. Information on the internet can be accessed in private and at the user’s convenience, and when it is accurate it can also help people to decide when face-to-face professional health advice is necessary and when it might not be. Patient group websites have the potential to be an especially valuable source of information and indeed a new form of solidarity for people with a particular condition who want to share experiences with others in similar situations. As mentioned earlier, information pooled from internet sources can also be used to convey public health benefits and as a source of research data that may be a common-pool resource for the future.

5.51 As noted earlier, there is little evidence that online health information has led to serious or widespread harm. Nevertheless, such harm could arise from individuals receiving false reassurance or suffering undue anxiety, as a result of inaccuracy or misinterpretation of information obtained online, as we have suggested above (see Paragraph 5.20). So we aim to reduce the risk of such harms while not restricting the corresponding benefits to individuals and wider society.

5.52 We think the lack of evidence of harms means that attempts to prohibit the publication of, or access to, online health-related information would plainly not be proportionate at this time. We argued in Chapter 4 that it is only proportionate to recommend interventions relying on the state’s special legal powers (to compel, prohibit, permit or punish) when the harm justifies the use of such powers, so in this case our recommendations involve actions that do not rely on those powers. We are specifically concerned with finding forms of intervention that aid people to pursue their own interests in their own way by enabling them to assess more easily the quality of the online information they are receiving. Our aim is to help encourage a climate in which more providers of online health information follow good practice and more users come to expect such practice of the sites they visit. Our recommendations below therefore involve voluntary adoption of good practice for websites and forums, good professional medical practice, third-party accreditation and government monitoring of any impact of the ‘digital divide’. In line with the approach set out in Chapter 4, we have recommended general governance measures except in situations where only a product-specific measure would achieve the desired outcome.

**Content of websites**

5.53 Given the importance today of online health information, as noted earlier (see Paragraph 5.17), we are concerned that it is not always easy for individuals to assess the quality or accuracy of such information. There are no strong incentives for information providers to follow ‘best practice’ in terms of the information they provide to users of their websites. It is also difficult for
people to ascertain the origin of a website and the information on it, including which country the information provider is based in. Even though patient group websites may be highly valuable in some cases, as we have also noted earlier, there is a risk that users of these sites may not be aware that advice for one person may not be appropriate for another person, even if their condition appears similar. We therefore think that users of online health information would be assisted by higher quality information and more transparency about the nature of websites.

5.54 To facilitate individuals to pursue more easily their own interests in their own way, we recommend that all websites, including patient group websites, should include at least the following information prominently in language that lay people can understand:

- where the information originates and what it is based upon;
- which individual or organisation is the author of the information;
- how any information provided by users of the website will be used, stored, passed on or sold (for further detail see the recommendation in Paragraph 5.61 below);
- where the provider(s) of the website are based; and
- funding and advertising arrangements.

Advertisements should also clearly be distinguishable as such.

5.55 We think the best websites contain information that: (i) is based on high-quality peer-reviewed studies; (ii) originates from an independent not-for-profit organisation with no commercial interests, and (iii) is independently and widely evaluated and continuously monitored and updated. For example, in the UK, we judge the NHS websites and those of the National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE) to be examples of websites that generally meet these criteria.  

5.56 In line with our ethical value of the state making efforts to reduce harm (see Chapter 3), we recommend that states should provide high-quality health information on the internet or ensure that such information is available, and that healthcare professionals should draw their patients’ attention to these sites. How exactly this recommendation is to be carried out is a matter for each health system: but, within the UK, we think the UK Government Departments of Health have a special responsibility to ensure that their websites meet the criteria above, given their public funding, reputation and public role and the fact that they are trusted by the public.

5.57 While recognising that accreditation of websites has its limitations as a tool of intervention (see Paragraph 5.47), we nevertheless conclude that stringent accreditation can have a valuable role in the digital age in helping people to identify the more trustworthy sources of information, and that accreditation initiatives run or sponsored by the state are one way in which the state can reduce harm in this domain.

5.58 We recommend that accreditation schemes should: (i) be fit for purpose; (ii) set criteria for websites specifying that they need to state, in language that lay people can understand, where their information originates, authorship and funding arrangements; (iii) set criteria about identifying advertisements appropriately; (iv) set criteria about
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195 We note that these websites are also used to some degree by residents of other countries. The NHS Choices website, for example, typically receives approximately 10% of its traffic from non-UK countries. (Information supplied by the Department of Health).

196 One NHS survey, for example, found that 46% of internet users would be “much more likely” to trust a health information website run or licensed by the NHS, while 32% would be “a little more likely”. (Information supplied by the Department of Health).
informing website users of how their information will be stored, passed on or used; (v) be used to drive improvements over time; and (vi) be kept under review.

5.59 We recommend website owners should take the measures necessary and seek accreditation from recognised schemes. We also recommend that websites should display accreditation certification on their home pages, and that government health department websites should include prominent information about these schemes. This would help to generate the climate we described in Paragraph 5.52 in which more providers of health information on the internet follow best practice and more internet users come to expect this of the sites they visit.

**Use of information**

5.60 People find comfort, and indeed solidarity, through exchanging experiences with others in similar situations on patient group websites. But such advantages can conflict with the value of safeguarding private information, since users may not know who has access to data about their internet use or access to the information they provide, and under what conditions and for what uses. While organisations with websites based in the EU are subject to the data protection regime described earlier (see Paragraphs 5.37–40), others may fall under different jurisdictions. We are concerned that many people are not aware that it could be possible for third parties to identify (to some extent) individual users, using information that does not appear to identify them directly, such as which condition they have or which hospitals they have attended, especially when combined with information they provide in other formats, such as social networking sites.

5.61 As well as information about how their content is derived, we recommend that health information websites, including those of patient groups, should also state whether and how they use, store, pass on or sell personal information (including the record of searches carried out and pages viewed) to third parties, in language that lay people can understand. We recommend that all use and passing on of data should require ‘opt-in’ by the user. Including information about all these aspects of using and passing on information should also be a requirement of any accreditation scheme (see also Paragraph 5.58).

**Doctor-patient relationship**

5.62 We have come across some anecdotal evidence that increasing numbers of patients are presenting to their doctors having read health information on the internet. Such a development can in principle lead to more involved, knowledgeable, empowered patients and improved understanding between doctor and patient. A recent report from the Royal College of Physicians found that patients’ relationships with their doctors were changing, that such change may be related to increased access to online health information, and that doctors need to respond to such developments. Doctors and other healthcare professionals may increasingly be called upon to advise patients about the quality of the information they obtain online. The doctor-patient relationship might change because patients come to identify an appropriate course of action for themselves, perhaps one their doctor might not have thought of. On the other hand, there are potential problems associated with more health information available online that healthcare professionals will need to manage carefully. For example, professionals might find
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their judgments increasingly contested by patients in the light of information and advertising they have found on the internet. Patients might request treatments they have seen that are not provided by their public healthcare system or insurance scheme, such as certain branded pharmaceuticals rather than generic products. Such responses may well increase as a result of more direct advertising of pharmaceuticals and marketing material becoming available online to people in many different countries. Again, the values of individuals being able to pursue their own interests in their own way and of the state making efforts to reduce harm can come into conflict, and we make some recommendations below for measures that would soften the dilemmas that might arise.

5.63 We recommend that organisations responsible for the training of healthcare professionals and professional standards (such as medical schools, Royal Colleges and the General Medical Council in the UK) should train and advise healthcare professionals on caring for patients under the new circumstances in which patients increasingly use the internet to access health information. Some patients will be well informed but others will not have gained additional information in advance of their consultation. Indeed the same patient may be more or less informed by good-quality information on different visits. Other patients will have found misleading or confusing information about which they require advice. Healthcare professionals should also help patients to recognise that bringing a large amount of irrelevant or inaccurate health information might lead to a less productive consultation.

5.64 With regard to patients who request treatments they have seen that are not provided by the public healthcare system, we recommend that the bodies that issue guidance on treatment (such as the National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE) in England and Wales) should support doctors by providing information to enable them to explain to their patients their decisions and recommendations for treatment. This should include why particular treatments are selected over others, and why certain treatments are not provided for some or all patients by the public healthcare system.

The digital divide

5.65 We recognise the differences among people in their access to, and ability to use and understand, the internet and the information it can provide (commonly referred to as the ‘digital divide’). We are concerned in particular that the heaviest users of healthcare services – the elderly – tend to use the internet less than other age groups. Furthermore, significant amounts of high-quality information (such as the original texts of papers in scientific journals rather than the glosses put on them in promotional material) are available only for payment rather than freely, and that particular market divide may grow. Also, further advantages may accrue to those with more education and other resources who use the internet to lobby for particular causes. Consequently, those who are elderly, less educated and less well off are potentially triply disadvantaged in this informational divide. But at present there is no real evidence about whether this divide is causing any specific harms to any particular group in society.

5.66 We recommend that government health departments should take seriously the ethical values of social solidarity and reducing harm by monitoring whether the ‘digital divide’ is differentially affecting doctor-patient relationships, access to care and type of care received by different socio-economic groups.
Future impact

5.67 Accessing online information about health seems likely to increase as more people go online across the world and more health-related websites appear. Elderly people on average use healthcare services more than other age groups, and we know that elderly people do not currently use the internet as much as younger people. It may well be that as people who are now middle-aged and younger get older, they will continue to use the internet in whatever future form it takes, especially for health-related searches – but that is speculative.

5.68 Health sites on the internet may well be a magnet for the ‘worried well’: but it also needs to be recognised that many people are vulnerable and desperate for help at the time they look for health information. That vulnerability, combined with opportunities for profit from selling people health-related products – as well as from selling the information people provide (sometimes unwittingly) to companies and organisations with a commercial interest – means there are risks of exploitation. We do not think the risks are imaginary, but they must be assessed alongside the real benefits that open access to high-quality, peer-reviewed, evidence-based health information can bring to individuals and to health services. Should evidence emerge of serious harms being caused directly from internet health information, more intrusive interventions than those we have recommended in this report would be justified (see the possibilities available in Box 5.4). Policy makers also need to be aware that the internet can be used by groups to mobilise support for particular health conditions, and such activity may mean that certain groups – those with good access to, and knowledge of, the internet – may receive a lot of attention among the public, in the media and elsewhere while others can be overlooked.